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Summary
As we approach exascale, computational parallelism will have to drastically increase in order to
meet throughput targets. Many-core architectures have exacerbated this problem by trading
reduced clock speeds, core complexity, and computation throughput for increasing parallelism.
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This presents two major challenges for communication libraries such as MPI: the library must
leverage the performance advantages of thread level parallelism and avoid the scalability
problems associated with increasing the number of processes to that scale. Hybrid programming
models, such as MPI+X, have been proposed to address these challenges. MPI THREAD
MULTIPLE is MPI's thread safe mode. While there has been work to optimize it, it largely remains
non-performant in most implementations. While current applications avoid MPI multithreading
due to performance concerns, it is expected to be utilized in future applications. One of the major
synchronous data structures required by MPI is the matching engine. In this paper, we present a
parallel matching algorithm that can improve MPI matching for multithreaded applications. We
then perform a feasibility study to demonstrate the performance benefit of the technique.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Exascale class supercomputers will require orders of magnitude increases in parallelism. This requirement can be satisfied in two ways; increasing
inter-node parallelism through higher node counts and increasing intra-node parallelism through core and hardware thread counts. When running
classic MPI applications that utilize the MPI-everywhere programming paradigm, this increased parallelism increases rank space (the range of
valid MPI addresses). This has the potential to expose a number of scalability issues in MPI initialization, MPI memory and cache usage, and MPI
collective behavior.
Many-core systems can exacerbate these problems, not only by increasing process count but also by increasing the usage of shared intra-node
resources such as RAM and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM). Because they feature a reduced clock speed and complexity, applications have to
increase processes count to achieve the same computational throughput. For instance, the Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing processors used on
Los Alamos National Laboratories' Trinity1 and NERSC's Cori2 have 68 cores with 4 thread contexts each.
With these advancements in processor technology, careful adaptation of system software libraries is required to fully leverage the available
performance. MPI message rate, for instance, has been shown to decrease by an order of magnitude when running on a many-core system.3
One of the big factors in this performance degradation is matching MPI's data placement mechanism to identify incoming data with the target
memory. Matching, in part, due to the ordering and wild-card constraints, creates a large critical section with two data-structures, with non-trivial
dependencies. Most matching implementations use linked list data structures, which is problematic for many-core architectures, because the
performance of these structures relies on pointer lookups and many-core architectures have reduced cache sizes and limited out-of-order
processing.
Hybrid parallel programming models, such as MPI+X (MPI used in combination with a threading library such as OpenMP), have been proposed
and utilized to address these concerns. These programming models reduce the number of MPI processes while maintaining the same level of
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intra-node parallelism. This has the effect of reducing memory and cache requirements, reducing the number of messages required for collectives,
and allowing multiple processing elements to exchange data using their shared memory space. Additionally, these models can take advantage of
thread-level parallelism features that are unavailable to MPI-everywhere applications. For instance, most MPI-everywhere applications (where
MPI acts as the sole layer of parallelism) often do not utilize hardware thread contexts to avoid resource contention during highly synchronous
code paths, such as communication phases.
MPI's thread safe mode, MPI THREAD MULTIPLE,4 is currently supported in MPI libraries, but often faces performance issues. Synchronous
data structures, such as the matching engine* and serialized network hardware access, make MPI difficult to parallelize while maintaining
performance. This is particularly difficult for the matching engine due to the ordering and wildcard constraints. In this paper, we explore
a technique to improve performance in a thread safe matching engine. Previous work has explored levering multiple threads to perform a
single matching request5 by relaxing the matching constraints. Our approach allows multiple matching requests to progress concurrently while
supporting ordering and wildcards.
In this paper, we present Tail Queues, our proposed algorithm, to reduce the critical section in matching. This technique allows for more
performance in hybrid applications that utilize fine-grained messaging patterns. Tail Queues aims to separate matching into multiple critical
sections by creating inboxes that isolate the potential race conditions of this data structure. This allows the lists to be parallelized independently.
Most current hybrid applications avoid using MPI THREAD MULTIPLE by limiting multithreading to computations phases in Bulk Synchronous
Parallel (BSP) applications. This is done as MPI THREAD MULTIPLE has been non-performant when compared to single-threaded implementations.
There are three major contributions of this paper:
• a novel parallel matching architecture;
• a proof-of-concept study of the parallel matching architecture; and
• a feasibility study using a prototype implementation in MPICH.6
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the background of MPI, Matching, and Thread Multiple. Section 3 describes
the Tail Queues architecture and how it could be applied to different matching algorithms. Section 4 presents a study of a proof of concept
benchmark and the preliminary Tail Queues implementation. Section 5 compares our architecture with the state-of-the-art in matching and MPI
Thread Multiple techniques. Section 6 presents our conclusions and proposes future work.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we present the background of this work. Section 2.1 discusses the details of matching. Section 2.2 presents the different threading
modes of MPI. Section 2.3 presents the proposed application paradigms that have been proposed to better leverage many-core architectures.
Section 2.4 discusses the implications of these programming models on matching.

2.1

MPI matching

The message matching engine is one of the major synchronous data structures in MPI. It is used to match incoming data to a user buffer specified
in a receive function call. This matching is done by comparing three identifiers, a user defined tag, the identifier of the sender (rank), and the
communicator† context. This data structure is constrained by behavior guarantees in the MPI specification.
First, the data structure must adhere to MPI's ordering constraint. Section 3.5 of the standard defines ordering of a point to point communication
within a communicator.7 The ordering requirements consists of two rules. If two receives both match the same message, the first must be fulfilled
before the second can match said message. Similarly, if a process sends two messages to the same destination that match the same receive, the
first message must be matched before the second message can match the said receive.
Second, receives must support wildcards. The MPI standard supports two wildcards, namely, any source and any tag. These allow a receive
to match against a wider range of tags and can be useful for application behavior such as unexpected communication between two nodes. For
example, AMG8 uses this to establish communication outside of its regular neighborhood communication (halo exchange). There are current
proposals to allow communicators to be created without the wildcard constraint, as this constraint limits optimizations for application that do not
use these features.
Traditionally, MPI implementations have used a pair of linked lists to implement this: a posted receive queue (PRQ) and an unexpected message
queue (UMQ). Figure 1 illustrates the process. To post a receive, the processes must search through the UMQ. If a matching message is found,
the receive is fulfilled, the message is removed from the list, and the matching engine returns. If a matching message is not found, the process
creates and appends a new element to the PRQ. An incoming message follows the same process but searches through the PRQ and appends to

* The matching engine refers to MPI's internal process for determining where to place incoming network data given a list of user specified buffers and message identifiers (a sending address or
rank and a user defined identifier or tag.
MPI communicator defines an isolated communication context; communicators can include a subset of MPI processes in a job, remap the address space, and provide isolation to prevent
matching collisions. The default communicator is MPI_COMM_WORLD, which allows for communication between all processes in a job.

† An
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FIGURE 1 The Traditional Matching Process - to post a receive request, one searches the UMQ for a match, if it is not found it is appended to
the PRQ. Incoming messages follow the same processes with the opposite lists

the UMQ. Due to the complexity of guaranteeing order and wildcard usage, most multithreaded implementations treat the matching engine as a
singe large critical section.
This traditional matching engine appears in many open-source MPI implementation such at MPICH9 and MVAPICH.10 This is likely due to the
fact that it is suited to and can be optimized for modern single-threaded applications, which leverage determinism to reduce search depths.11
Implementing the leverage, other approaches include Open MPI,12 which leverages a linked list per-peer approach, leveraging additional memory
to reduce search depths.

2.2

MPI thread levels

The MPI specification4 has four defined thread modes that provide optimizations based on user guaranteed behavior. The most general
is MPI THREAD MULTIPLE, which provides a thread-safe MPI interface. This mode has traditionally been implemented using coarse-grain
synchronization methods, attempting to grab a lock upon entry to MPI. More recently, most implementations have been exploring fine-grain
synchronization to minimize the performance impact of critical sections.
MPI THREAD SERIALIZED is used in most applications. This threading model allows for applications to call MPI from multiple threads but
does not provide thread safety. MPI THREAD SINGLE and MPI THREAD FUNNELED allow for potential optimizations beyond MPI THREAD
SERIALIZED. MPI THREAD SINGLE is for applications that will only use a single thread and MPI THREAD FUNNELED is for applications that will
have multiple threads and only call MPI from a single thread. While these could theoretically be used to optimize memory operations (by taking
advantage of thread-local storage), in practice, MPI implementations will simply run using the MPI THREAD SERIALIZED mode.

2.3

Exascale applications models

The ratio of network injection bandwidth‡ to CPU throughput, considered as a key metric for supercomputer performance,13,14 has been
decreasing.15 Given this decrease, we expect systems to spend an increasing amount of time in the communication phase of a bulk synchronous
program (BSP). To better leverage modern and future systems, applications must adopt new programming models.
Many programming models have been proposed to decrease network bottlenecks, especially as projections show parallel network access
and data movement increasing. Many of these approaches are fine-grain messaging techniques that aim to alleviate the overheads of
networking. These fine-grain messaging approaches leverage many, smaller, and non-blocking messages to distribute the messages without
a dedicated communication phase. For example, communication and computation overlap proposes to use fine-grain messaging to distribute
the communication to BSP computation phases where the network has traditionally been idle. This reduces the amount of data still awaiting
transfer during the communication phase. This will create longer matching lists and more matching events as there are more messages in flight
per iteration. Additionally, while this is easy to implement in single threaded MPI programs, threaded applications are more complex. Threaded
applications leveraging these models will require a thread-safe way to access MPI, such as MPI THREAD MULTIPLE.
Asynchronous algorithms and task-based models such as charm++16 are a series of more disruptive techniques that try to extend the concept
of communication-computation overlap. The idea is to eliminate the synchronous phases entirely by decomposing computation into tasks that

‡ Network

injection bandwidth is the rate at which the network interface hardware can move data on to the network fabric
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can be executed independently. Generally, applications of this nature can be represented by a directed acyclic graph of dependencies that do
not necessarily have to be temporally co-scheduled. Because of the asynchronous nature of these algorithms, their communication orderings are
significantly less deterministic, which will increase the average search depth.

2.4

Implications for matching at exascale

Many-core processors make MPI matching non-performant.3 Because of the limited cache size and out-of-order processing, cache misses are
more frequent and expensive. This also applies to TLB misses. This is problematic for BSPs as the communication phase performance is degraded
by these caching effects. While other application models may be less latency-sensitive, they require a performant MPI THREAD MULTIPLE
implementation. Even with fine-grain locks in MPI, large critical sections, like the matching engine, would still negatively impact performance
through blocking and lock contention. To adapt MPI to these new architecture paradigms, MPI must be able to handle concurrent requests while
providing sufficient performance. To support this level of threading, MPI must enable as much parallel message processing progress as possible
by parallelizing these large critical sections.

3

THE TAIL-QUEUES ARCHITECTURE

The data structures that the MPI matching engine uses have a number of challenges that make matching difficult to parallelize. The wildcard and
ordering constraints in addition to a race condition caused by the list dependencies make it difficult to utilize any list parallelism techniques. Tail
Queues aims to provide more parallelism by isolating the shared critical section to the smallest portion of the race condition. The lists can then be
parallelized in any manner that respects wildcards and ordering. Table 1 presents terminology that will be used throughout the rest of this section.
Figure 2 is a visual representation of the concept behind Tail Queues. This technique is achieved by creating inbox queues, shown at the
bottom of the figure, that semantically represent the end of each respective list. This creates two queues, the PRQT and the UMQT, which are
created to allow for lazy appends to the PRQ and UMQ. These inboxes segment the list in a way that allows us to append new entries without
locking the other list. This allows us to encapsulate inter-list dependancies into the TL serialized region.
Matching engine implementation terminology used
in this paper

TABLE 1

UMQ

Unexpected Message Queue

PRQ

Posted Receive Queue

UMQT

Unexpected Message Queue Tail

PRQT

Posted Receive Queue Tail

ML

Matching Lock

PRQL

Posted Receive Queue Lock

UMQL

Unexpected Message Queue Lock

TL

Tail Lock

FIGURE 2 The Critical Sections of Tail-Queues. Each solid line box represents a matching element, which are arranged into the Posted RCV (PRQ)
and Unexpected (UMQ). There is a separation between the main queue and the inboxes, the Unexpected Tail Queue (UMQT) and the Posted
RCV Tail Queue (PRQT). The dotted boxes represent the data each of the three locks protect; the Unexpected Lock (UMQL) on the left, the
Posted Lock (PRQL) on the right, and Tail Lock (TL) on the bottom. Note the PRQL and UMQL have separate locks and only overlap with the TL
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Algorithm 1 shows one of the most common matching engine implementations. It is based on MPICH CH3's matching engine and is often
found in many derivatives of that codebase, such as MVAPICH, Cray MPI, and Intel MPI. Because it uses one big list, it has three matching
parameters: a user given tag, an expected source, and the communicator's context_id. With fine grained locks, the matching lock (ML) is locked
upon entry and released on exit. The function then searches the unexpected message queue (UMQ), removes the first match and returns it or if
no match is found in the UMQ, it appends a new entry to the posted receive queue (PRQ). For incoming messages, the process is similar, but the
queues are switched.

Algorithm 2 shows the same function implemented for Tail Queues. The algorithm showcases the basic concept of isolating the inter-list
dependencies. This can be extended to provide intra-list parallelism as we discuss below. It now acquires the unexpected message queue lock
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(UMQL) upon entry and unlocks it upon exit. It searches the UMQ as usual, however, if a match is not found, it acquires the tail lock (TL) and
continues the search through the unexpected message queue tail (UMQT). It removes all elements in said inbox and appends them to the UMQ
itself. If it still has not found a match, it then appends a new entry to the posted receive queue tail (PRQT). If the TL is locked, upon exit, the
processes unlock it.
This algorithm has a number of advantages. The basic implementation allows two threads to search the PRQ and UMQ simultaneously and
exposes the potential for further parallelization of the PRQ and UMQ. For some of the results in this paper, we implemented a simple list
parallelization in the form of binning. In this case, our approach creates a bin around the first 50 elements.§ This allows for two threads to be
working on the same list simultaneously. It also has the advantage of being compatible with the current state-of-the-art matching implementations.
Because the PRQ and UMQ are fundamentally two separate structures, the technique of isolating the critical section using inboxes (the PRQT
and UMQT) can be used with many different implementations including Open MPI's array of linked lists17 and proposed hashing approaches.5,18
This makes Tail Queues an interesting solution as any implementation could adopt it and provide parallel progress for message matching.

4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents an experimental study of two implementations of Tail Queues. Section 4.1 presents the details of the experimental setup.
Section 4.2 presents the results of the experiments. Section 4.3 discuses the implications of the results.

4.1

Experimental methodology

To measure the potential impact of the Tail-Queues algorithm, we created two implementations of the algorithm. First, we built a simple
prototype of the algorithm external to MPI. Section 4.1.1 presents the details of this implementation and the details of how we evaluated this
implementation. Section 4.1.2 presents details of the MPICH-based implementation and experiments.

4.1.1

Prototype

To examine the performance characteristics in detail, we built a self-contained prototype implementation. This prototype implements a Tail
Queues matching engine and a traditional matching engine, protected by a single lock, to serve as a baseline. To ensure that the prototype would
fully exercise the data structures, we used MCS scalable locks,19 which leverage list-based locking techniques to help avoid traditional problems
that could impact the results like live-lock and thread starvation. These two implementations use the same linked-list and lock implementations to
make a fair comparison. This prototype allows us to study how the match list can perform with varying amounts of parallelism without the need
to manage coarse grained locks in sections of existing MPI libraries. In addition, this provides a high search rate that tests the locking mechanisms
at high intensity, potentially highlighting any concurrency issues that could arise from the Tail Queues method.
We built a benchmark to compare the two implementations. The benchmark starts by posting a given number of posted receive entries and
unexpected message entries to evaluate the algorithms at different queue lengths. The driver then starts a given number of threads. Each thread
alternates simulating posting of a receive and the arrival of the corresponding incoming message. This experimental setup allowed us to explore
the performance characteristics of each implementation by isolating the matching rate.
The platform for these tests was a small scale testbed cluster at Sandia National Laboratories. It is a Dual-Socket Intel Xeon Sandy Bridge, 2.6
GHz eight-core cluster with two Xeon Phi Knights Corner accelerator cards in each node. The Xeon tests were run on the node and the Xeon Phi
tests were run in a shell on the accelerator. The data associated with these tests are the mean and standard deviation of 10 runs to ensure the
numbers are representative on our experimental testbed system. Unless stated otherwise, the Queue Length independent variable represents
the size of both queues.

4.1.2

MPICH

To evaluate this technique further, we implemented Tail Queues in MPICH 3.1.4. This was done using the internal linked-list data structures and
locking mechanism to be consistent with the MPICH baseline. Additionally, these tests show the results of independent linked-list parallelization
in the form of binning. To test this, we modified the Sandia Microbenchmarks (SMBs)20 to use multithreading and have different queue lengths.
The SMBs aim to capture real world message rate. They accomplish this in a number of ways including making parallel transfers, clearing cache
between iterations, and testing different communication patterns. Through injecting unmatched receives and messages, we can control the
search depth of the queue during the benchmark. This allows us to test the effect of Tail Queues at different search depths, allowing us to reason
about the potential impact on different applications. These tests represent the message rate of the single direction test for eight processes. The

§A

50 element bin is an arbitrary setup for the preliminary implementation, tuning and more complex approaches are left to future work.
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Tail Queues with 2 threads on a Xeon
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SMBs' single direction is similar to a multi-bandwidth test, where half of the processes are designated as senders and send multiple successive
messages to an assigned receiving peer.
The tests shown in this paper were run using the shared-memory netmod.¶ Running in shared memory allowed us to capture the performance
characteristics of each approach by removing the oudated InfiniBand network available on the system as a bottleneck. Additionally, the shared
memory netmod currently supports fine grained locks. This provides the hardest experimental conditions for the Tail Queues locks, as they are
exercised to the highest possible level of intensity on our test system. The MPICH tests were run in a single node with an I7 quad core processor.
This limits the amount of parallelism available below the number of threads required by the SMBs (eight processors with two threads each) and
thus these results should be a worst case for these techniques. These results are presented mainly as proof that the techniques are feasible and
reasonable to implement in an MPI implementation that supports fine grained locking. The results presented represent the mean of 10 runs.

4.2

Results

Figure 3 presents the results of running the shared memory test on a Sandy Bridge processor. There are a several interesting things to note here.
First, the throughput shows a significant difference even at a small queue length. At a queue length of size 1, we see a 20% improvement. This
is unexpected because the algorithm adds additional instructions to the code path and cannot do much work in parallel. However, Tail Queues
results in reduced lock contention, since the contention has been spread out over many locks, which is a factor in improving performance. The
difference peaks at 32 entries, where it gets close to a 95% improvement. This is where the threads are spending the majority of the benchmark
working in parallel. Once both queues have 32 elements, both sides of the data structure require an equal amount of work, allowing for near
maximum parallel work.
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the results of Tail Queues with different thread levels on the Xeon Phi Knights Corner architecture. There are several
interesting trends here. First, while the general trend lines are similar to the Xeon numbers, there are a couple of major differences: the maximum
throughput is significantly lower, which is unsurprising since the cores are slower and less complex, and the maximum difference point has moved
to be closer to 128 entries, where it appears to exceed 100% improvement, in some instances reaching close to 150% improvement. This further
indicates that, in addition to increasing parallelism, we see an effect from reducing lock contention, like we observed for the Xeon processor
results. Second is the general trend as thread counts increase. As this implementation only allows two threads to operate simultaneously, the lack
of performance improvement as the number of threads increase is unsurprising. However, the decrease in throughput from two to four threads
is surprising. This may be due to limited cache sharing on the Phis, increasing the cost of obtaining the lock. As we increase from four to eight
threads, we observe the throughput growing to roughly the equivalent throughput of two threads.
Figure 7 shows the results of an experiment where the queue lengths only increase in the PRQ. This is done to show that, even with an
imbalanced workload, Tail Queues can significantly increase performance. While the improvement is smaller than the other Xeon Phi experiments,
the improvement is significant. While there is less work that can be done in parallel with two threads in this case, there is still an impact of the
extra parallelism and reduced lock contention.
Figure 8 shows the preliminary results in an MPI implementation. These show roughly a 7.3% improvement to MPI message rate for Tail Queues
plus binning over the baseline. At these queue lengths, MPI matching is significant enough of a bottleneck that we can see improvement on an

¶A

netmod is the MPICH backend to support different data transport implementations. This term is implementation specific. OpenMPI, for example, has byte transport layers (BTLs) and
matching transport layers (MTLs)
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Tail Queues with 8 threads on a Xeon Phi
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Tail Queues with 2 threads on a Xeon Phi Only PRQ
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Tail queues prototype using two threads on a KNC - no UMQ entries

FIGURE 8

Tail queues MPICH implementation

oversubscribed CPU where the number of active threads is higher than the number of hardware thread contexts. These techniques would likely
show improvement with more threads as this experiment only uses two threads when the binning implementation supports four-way–thread
parallelism.

4.3

Discussion

These results show that, by reducing the matching critical section and allowing for independent parallelization of the PRQ and UMQ, Tail Queues
can improve MPI THREAD MULTIPLE performance. While matching is currently a small part of applications, as fine grained messaging and
multi-threading lead to a large increase in requirement for message rate per MPI process, Tail Queues can help alleviate performance problems
associated with the MPI Matching critical section.
There are also a number of challenges for these techniques to be effective. First, a fine-grained locking MPI implementation is required for this
technique to be effective. Secondly, performant locking techniques are essential to identify for performance and understanding why MCS locks
on the Xeon Phi become less performant at four threads is key to understanding how to properly optimize a Tail Queues–based matching engine.
Finally, a tuned linked-list parallelization structure will allow for more performance as lists get long, which is non-trivial as the performance may
depend on application behaviors such as average and distribution of matching search depth.
The goal of Tail Queues is to enable applications to leverage MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE. It is difficult to evaluate impact on applications due to
the lack of applications that utilize MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE. While MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE is desirable to support fine grained and parallel
communication models, the lack of a performant implementation has prevented application developers from utilizing these code paths.
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TABLE 2

Queue statistics from three applications run with 4096 processes

Application

PRQ Max Queue Length

PRQ Max Search Depth

UMQ Max Queue Length

UMQ Max Search Depth

MiniMD
AMG 2013
FDS

1
543
24

1
543
24

11
418
8147

8
260
8073

To explore the potential for matching parallelism in applications, we examined the queue statistics for three applications. Table 2 shows the
results for three different applications at 4096 processes. These represent current codes and show a wide range of queue lengths and search
depths. The evaluation in this paper is limited to list lengths of 1024 elements or less to represent the behavior of today's applications.11
However, future multithreaded codes that use MPI parallel access through endpoints21 or MPI THREAD MULTIPLE, queue lengths, and search
depths are expected to increase in relation to the number of threads.22 To utilize all of the hardware threads on a Knights Landing processor, one
must utilize over 256 threads. Even if threads on a KNL were partitioned into a process per quadrant,# this could increase list lengths and search
depths by 64x. This will make the matching engine even more of a bottleneck and will require leveraging the parallelism enabled by Tail Queues
to remain performant.

5

RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss the current state-of-the-art research as it relates to this paper. Section 5.1 presents the current work on
MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE and Section 5.2 presents the current work on MPI message matching.

5.1

Thread multiple

Recently, MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE has been explored in depth. Gropp et al24 discuss the implications and requirements of thread multiple to
MPI implementations. There are a number of non-trival thread safety details of MPI. For example, many current applications, such as AMG,8
require support for receiving messages of an unknown size. This is problematic as those applications use MPI_Probe to get the size of a message
before posting a receive, thereby creating a critical section that encompasses the two calls. This is further illustrated by Hoefler et al,25 who
present a thread-safe mechanism to support receiving messages of an unknown size.
There has been work to improve thread-safe MPI implementations. While most current implementations have used a global synchronous lock,
Balaji et al26 apply fine grained locking to MPI, showing a performance improvement over global locking. By reducing the critical sections in MPI,
they reduce the time spent waiting on locks. Additionally, previous models, such as MPI/Pro27 and IBM MPI,28 had developed methods of better
thread support, but currently available solutions have difficulty replicating these approaches due to lock architecture. To further mitigate the
cost of locking, Amer et al29 propose a new synchronization arbitration to provide better fairness guarantees. This avoids potential starvation
issues where one thread can be constantly blocked by other threads to the point if it falls behind in computation. Vaidyanathan et al30 propose
implementing a software offload mechanism to support thread multiple. They dedicate a core to do MPI processing and intercept the MPI calls
to have a dedicated progress thread execute them. This is particularly useful for non-blocking calls as the calling thread can queue up a request
and do other computation, whereas the offload thread progresses the communication.
There has been work to explore how to change the MPI programming model to better suit hybrid applications on highly parallel architectures.
Stark et al31 and Barrett et al32 focus on exploring MPI+X task models that allows overdecomposition of a problem into a number of tasks that
can then can be run by different MPI processes. Similarly, FG-MPI33 is an execution model that extends MPI to enable task-based parallelism
at a process level. Endpoints34 is a proposal to allow MPI processes to separate some of the MPI state and processing by turning threads into
addressable endpoints with a sub-rank. This could allow threads to access MPI in parallel for the parts of the processing that have been isolated.
Finepoints35 is another proposal that creates a new method of messaging that allows threads to specify a portion of a message in an MPI call.
The underlying implementation can choose to aggregate and send this data to the receiver or can split the data transfers. This allows a process
to complete a subset of the transfer while waiting on other threads to complete.

5.2

Matching architecture optimizations

With the approach of exascale, there has been new effort to improve MPI matching. Newer approaches, like latest implementation of MPICH,9
use more than one list, separating matching entries by communicator. This takes advantage of the fact that matching is encapsulated within a
communicator. Open MPI17 separates the matching engine further by creating a separate list for each peer in the communicator and a wildcard

#

The Knights Landing processor partitions its core into quadrants that share some resources, such as memory busses. There are potential performance implications for some applications that
run threads across multiple quadrants.23
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list. Each communicator has an array of linked lists that can be indexed by the communication peer. A search must check both elements in both
the specific list for specified peer and the wildcard list, compare the order of any matches, and return the first match.
There have been several more complex proposals to accelerate the matching engine without incurring a memory penalty. Zounmevo and
Afsahi36 proposed a 4-dimensional machining engine that scales in both performance and memory. This approach attempts to avoid entries in
the match list by turning the search into a lookup in a 4-dimensional table. Rodrigues et al37 explored the use of wide-width ALU operations in a
Processing in Memory (PIM) architecture to process multiple MPI match operations in a single ALU operation. Wide-width ALU operations are
similar to vector operations in modern CPU architectures but work on streams of data as they pass through the PIM device.
Flajslik et al18 proposes a hash-bucket approach. In this approach, the match lists are fixed-size hash buckets that use matching data as a key
to separate the linked lists. The number of linked lists and the hash function are configurable parameters. The evaluation done in this paper
compares this data structure with the linked list approach and shows that the proposed design with 256 bins significantly reduces the number
of match attempts per message. Bayatpour et al38 extend the hash-table approach by creating a dynamic runtime approach to swap between
hashing and traditional matching when appropriate. The selection of each approach is done at runtime. This approach shows up to a 2x speedup.
Klenk et al5 introduce GPU-based message matching algorithm that is optimized by relaxing the constraints of MPI in terms of ordering and
wildcard support. This algorithm is designed with two phases, scan and reduce, to leverage the available threads on a GPU. Their evaluation
shows that this algorithm could provide a 10x to 80x increase in matching rate. This approach has three major caveats: it relies on a simplified set
of MPI requirements, the existence of a GPU-style accelerator card, and having a sufficiently long matching lists to make use of all the threads in
a GPU warp.39

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the novel parallel matching algorithm, Tail Queues. To the authors knowledge, Tail Queues is the first work to
explore fine grained locking within a matching engine. This technique can also be leveraged to parallelize many of the other proposed matching
structures. We discussed the preliminary implementations, both the independent proof of concept and an initial attempt at implementing the
algorithm inside an MPI implementation. We then presented an evaluation that shows the improvement between this algorithm and the MPICH
CH3 baseline. The technique shows promise in that it both improves performance and exposes more potential for parallelism.
There are a number of future steps to build on this work. First, an expanded evaluation would allow us to evaluate the algorithm in
different contexts. Other matching papers evaluate their results to over 32 000 list elements. While 32 000 is unrealistic according to matching
characterization studies11,40 and our measurements shown in Table 2, match lists sizes over 1024 are possible, although uncommon. Expanding
the evaluation beyond 1024 would explore the effects of these techniques on said applications. Including other MPI tests such as bandwidth,
latency, and other forms of message rate as well as application proxies would also help expand the evaluation.
One of the major limitations of this study was the lack of MPI results on large-scale systems. This limitation was caused by the lack of support
for fine grained locking. There are currently several efforts in progress to enable fine-grained locking for MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE in major open
source implementations such as Open MPI and MPICH's CH4 have both been working to improve multithreading. As new implementations that
support fine grained locking become available, implementing the Tail Queues algorithm in those implementations and expanding the MPI-level
testing with a wider variety of benchmarks would provide insight on the impact of this algorithm on full implementations.
The secondary parallelization method, binning, was a first attempt at further parallelizing the matching engine while maintaining strict ordering.
Doing a wider exploration of possible techniques, including ones based on alternative matching structure such as Open MPI's array of linked lists
and Intel's hash table structure,18 would allow us to quantify the extent of the exposed parallelism.
Finally, there is a lack of applications and application proxies that exhibit the fine grained messaging behavior that we expect to see in the
future. Develop such proxy application(s) to quantify the impact of forward looking matching techniques and better identify the need of these
proposed programming paradigms.
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